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Abstract:

Deep neural networks have been very successful in image recognition. In order for those results to be useful for
driving automatons require quantifiable safety guarantees during night, dusk, dawn, glare, fog, rain and snow.
In order to address this problem, we developed an algorithm that predicts a pixel-level invisibility map for color
images that does not require manual labeling - that computes the probability that a pixel/region contains objects
that are invisible in color domain, during light challenged conditions such as day, night and fog. We do so by
using a novel use of cross modality knowledge distillation from color to thermal domain using weakly-aligned
image pairs obtained during daylight and construct indicators for the pixel-level invisibility by mapping both
the color and thermal images into a shared space. Quantitative experiments show good performance of our
pixel-level invisibility masks and also the effectiveness of distilled mid-level features on object detection in
thermal imagery.

1

INTRODUCTION

Object detection in imagery has rapidly improved
since publication of large scale data sets (Deng et al.,
2009; Everingham et al., 2010; Geiger et al., 2013;
Lin et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2018) and powerful baseline
systems like two-stage detectors, Fast/Faster/Mask RCNN (Girshick, 2015; Ren et al., 2015; He et al.,
2017) and one-stage detectors, such as YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon and Farhadi, 2017; Redmon and Farhadi, 2018), SSD (Liu et al., 2016), RetinaNet (Lin et al., 2017). One important issue in using
object detectors for driving automatons are guarantees
on high confidence to ensure that navigable regions
are free of obstructing objects during all operational
weather and lighting conditions. Failing to detect
object-free regions or provide warning signals, for example when crossing pedestrians or vehicles can lead
to safety violations. While the performance of object detectors is improving, they cannot be guaranteed
never to make mistakes (Rahman et al., 2019). Thus
reliable vision systems should account for knowing
when they cannot recognize objects in addition to providing high detection accuracy. Our work attempts to
address this problem by predicting a so-called pixela
b
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level invisibility map for color images without manual
labeling. Invisibility maps can be used by a system
to trust detected results of some regions over others
in an image or in signal warning messages sent to a
driving automation. When multiple sensors are used
to increase detection reliability, invisibility maps will
guide the sensor fusion process and improve the overall performance for detection.
We define an invisibility mask for one image as
the likelihood that a region or pixel contains objects
invisible in that domain. That is, the likelihood of one
pixel or region contributing to false negatives in object detectors due to poor visibility. Regions of color
images during good daylight obtain low invisibility
scores because visible light of enough energy is reflected to the camera by objects on the spot. Though
dark regions of images in the night or obscure regions of images in the fog will have high invisibility
scores. One straightforward approach to create invisibility maps is to create a large labeled data set where
every pixel in the image is labeled with an invisibility
score - very expensive to collect. If one were to do so
by hand, human judgements for predictions about the
invisible area for an image is highly subjective, but the
detection done in software. Instead, our method predicts the invisibility score for every pixel in the image without laborious human labeling by proposing
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Figure 1: Our method predicts an invisibility map for each pixel (2nd row) given only the color image (1st row). Left to right:
It can handle distant objects, highly occluded and cluttered objects, objects with strong glare, multiple objects from complex
scenes like working zones on highways and objects in the fog. Color detectors can only detect objects (bounding boxes in 1st
row) that are visible to its spectrum, while there are many more objects in the scene (3rd row). This could cause disastrous
consequences where safety is crucial if such missed detection is trusted. Our pixel-level invisibility map indicates how much
the detection results from color images may be trusted, both for false negatives and false positives.

a novel use of cross modality knowledge distillation
and the generation of well-aligned image pairs between color and thermal images. There is a difference
between creating invisibility maps and uncertainty estimation for detectors; the former attempts to estimate
the sensor limitation for each pixel in the image, the
latter attempts to estimate the failure of the proposed
detector itself.
Cross modality knowledge distillation (Gupta
et al., 2016) is also called supervision transfer as
a means of avoiding labeling large scale data sets
for certain modalities. Given paired images from
two modalities, intermediate-level representations are
transferred from richly annotated color domain to
other modalities with limited labeled data sets such
as depth images (Gupta et al., 2016), sound (Aytar
et al., 2016) and thermal images. The novelty of our
invisibility mask is in mapping images from two different modalities into one shared space by using the
supervision transfer from color to thermal images of
the daytime and then approximating the invisibility
of color images through perceptual distances between
two modalities in challenging lighting conditions including dusk, dawn, dark nights and fog.
Knowledge distillation (Gupta et al., 2016) requires that the two modalities are presented in a
paired fashion, especially in a well-aligned manner
for object detection and for our pixel-level invisibility
masks. Here, well-aligned image pairs are the ones
where the corresponding pixels in the paired images
are located at the same positions in the respective image planes. The raw image pairs captured by color
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and thermal sensors have large displacements (Zhang
et al., 2019) (Li et al., 2018), which come from
(1) Internal camera attribute differences such as focal length, resolution and lens distortion, (2) External transformations like pose differences and (3) Time
differences from exposure time and shutter speed. We
address the first two disparities by image registration using a known pattern board, while we propose
Alignment Generative Adversarial Network (AlignGAN) to alleviate the remaining displacements.
The contributions of our work is three fold; (1)
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to generate pixel-level invisibility masks for color images without manual labeling, hence contributing towards the failure detection problem caused by sensory
false negatives in autonomous driving. (2) The direct
transfer of mid-level representations from color image to thermal image gets promising detection accuracy in thermal domain. (3) Mitigating misalignment
problems (AlignGAN) present in color-thermal pairs.
Extensive experiments are conducted to quantitatively
evaluate the performance of our system.

2

RELATED WORK

Our pixel-level invisibility mask is connected with the
task of uncertainty estimation (Gal and Ghahramani,
2016) (Gal, 2016) (Blundell et al., 2015) (Kendall
et al., 2015) (Kendall and Gal, 2017), failure detection (Daftry et al., 2016) (Zhang et al., 2014) (Hecker
et al., 2018) (Ramanagopal et al., 2018) (Kuhn et al.,
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2020) (Corbière et al., 2019) and out-of-distribution
detection (DeVries and Taylor, 2018) (Hendrycks and
Gimpel, 2016) (Liang et al., 2017) (Lee et al., 2017).
Most reported works either consider raw sensor data
as introspective inspection (Daftry et al., 2016), estimate the uncertainty of model-based classifiers or
compute a confidence score or a binary decision. Our
system differs from them by (1) Estimate the confidence of the sensor itself from an outsider’s viewpoint, which is the thermal camera; (2) Predicting a
confidence probability for every pixel in the image.
Pixel objectiveness (Jain et al., 2017) is the first
work to compute pixel-level masks for all object-like
regions. (Rahman et al., 2019) proposes a failure detection system for traffic signs where excited regions
are extracted from feature maps in object detectors
to narrow down both the manual labeling space and
searching space for false negatives. Though they still
need to label the excited regions as false negatives
or true negatives. Our work also predicts pixel-level
masks for all regions of potentially invisible objects
(false negatives) in color images. In contrast, our
method doesn’t require any manual labeling of the invisible regions, and instead color-thermal image pairs
are utilized to provide such supervision.
In order to get aligned color thermal image pairs,
(Hwang et al., 2015) created KAIST Multispectral
Pedestrian Dataset based on a beam splitter to split
a beam of light in two for color and thermal cameras. Though image pairs in the data set were observed to have distinct displacements (Zhang et al.,
2019) (Li et al., 2018) and also were affected more
during night because of the intensity decay of the
beam splitter. (Choi et al., 2018) reports less severe
disparity problems, though their data sets are not released yet. We observe the same problem in our data
set which we collected using the setup of vertically
aligned cameras and propose AlignGAN to mitigate
such displacements in image planes. The most relevant work to ours is performed at the same time independently by (Vertens et al., 2020). They made similar attempts to create color and thermal image pairs
data set called Freiburg Thermal dataset and apply
cross modality distillation from color to thermal domain. Though our data set are mainly created for estimating the sensor limitation of color cameras and thus
containing a lot of invisible objects in color domain,
while theirs targets at the task of semantic segmentation on general nighttime image and their work needs
to have objects that are at least visible in both color
and thermal domains.
Pix2pix (Isola et al., 2017) and CycleGan (Zhu
et al., 2017) developed methods for cross domain
translation in paired and unpaired settings. Cycle con-

sistency (Zhu et al., 2017) is the main technique to
address unpaired cross-domain translation. Though
these translations mainly address style transfers from
source to target domains without moving the pixels
in the source domain. Our AlignGAN module uses
edge maps learned from the thermal image to generate aligned color images.
The remainder of this paper describes our method
and experiments in detail. In Section 3, we present
our system and describe the network architectures
along with the training procedure to generate pixellevel invisibility maps. Finally in Section 4 we conclude with extensive experiments on our data set and
show several comparison results. Code, data, and
models will be released.

3

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Our system learns to generate pixel-level invisibility maps for color images in an unsupervised way.
During the training phase, the system takes weaklyaligned (color, thermal) image pairs of the same scene
as input. Such not-so perfectly aligned image pairs
are first registered to remove the geometric differences and then aligned by AlignGAN to remove the
remaining displacements between two modalities as
detailed in Section 3.1. After the image pairs are
well-aligned, our Knowledge Transfer System moves
the learned representations from the color domain to
the thermal domain. Then at the test stage, the pairs
are compared to estimate the invisibility score of every pixel in the color image. As a side product, the
learned representations of the thermal images can be
directly used to construct an object detector for thermal images without any manual labelling or retraining, as shown in Figure 2.

3.1 Alignment Generative Adversarial
Network
AlignGAN: From the given poorly aligned raw image pairs, we remove the internal and external transformations between two cameras using standard camera calibration technique, described in Section 4.
Then we use AlignGAN to learn how to generate
well-aligned color image pairs from weakly-aligned
color-thermal pairs. The base block of the systems is
shown in Figure 3. As the figure shows, we use two
streams for learning - both using the same alignment
block - during one iteration of the training phase.
The first stream uses a color image and a weaklyaligned thermal image as the edge map computed
203
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Figure 2: System overview. Our system takes well-aligned image pairs from unlabeled video streams. In the training stage
(left), the Yolo-v3 color network is frozen, while Yolov3-thermal network is trained to reproduce the mid-level features as the
ones in Yolov-v3 color network at three scales in layer 79, 91 and 103 of the network. In the test stage (right), the difference
of those features from layer 79, 91 and 103 are computed and fused to get the final invisibility mask.

based on Canny edge detector as the source and produces a color image as the target which is created using Flownet2 (Reda et al., 2017). Given two consecutive color images from video sequence and one paired
image, Flownet2 is used first to estimate the optical
flow from one color image to the other. Then we
apply Canny edge detector on both the color images
and thermal image. The scale of the optical flow is
sought within a discrete set of numbers ranging from
-0.5 to 1.5 to maximize the overlapping area of edges
between source color image of the edge and thermal
image of the edge by applying optical flow. In the
other stream, source is image is still a color image,
edge map though is from a close color image Ic1 in the
video stream, and the target image is the color image
Ic1 itself. We built our system based Pix2pix (Isola
et al., 2017). Both the generative network G and Gm
use the U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015)
with an input size of 512 × 512.

3.2

Knowledge Transfer from Color to
Thermal Domains

We choose YOLO-V3 architecture (Redmon and
Farhadi, 2018) to run the experiment mainly because
(1) It is fast and deployable in real-time applications.
(2) No need for a proposal network such as in the
Faster RCNN and MASK-RCNN. (3) It has three detection modules based on three different image scales
with good detection capabilities for small objects that
may appear on a road.
We transfer the learned mid-level features in the
204
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Figure 3: Base alignment network. The module takes as
input source image and edge map from target position, and
outputs the target image in the given position. The conversion from source to target, performed using network G
is conditioned on the motion cues generated using network
Gm . The target prediction after network G and motion cues
generated by Gm are fed into two discriminators D and Dm
respectively.

Yolo-V3 architecture that occurs prior to the detection stage, referred to as the mid-only transfer. They
are the outputs of layer 79, 91 and 103, respectively
from three different scales, as shown in the left side
of Figure 2. Similar to (Gupta et al., 2016), we
conducted two comparative experiments by transferring the last-layer detection results (Yolo-only) and
both intermediate-level features and the detection results (Mid+Yolo). The detection results are computed
based on the outputs of detection layers which are 82,
94 and 106.
We construct a thermal detector without any manual labeling and fine-tuning by concatenating learned
intermediate features with the detection module from
color detector, which produces promising detection
accuracies for thermal images in different lighting
conditions, as shown in Section 4.2.
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3.3

Invisibility Estimation

Now we have two detectors Yoloc and Yolot where
Yoloc is pre-trained on richly-annotated data sets and
Yolot is trained using well-aligned image pairs to reproduce the same intermediate-level features as the
ones in Yoloc . Based on the observation that mid-level
features for thermal images are much less affected by
the lighting conditions than the ones in color images,
as shown in Section 4.2, we use the feature differences
to estimate the lighting conditions and thereby estimated the visibility of every pixels in color images.
The YOLO-v3 architecture has three detection
modules to predict the objects at three different scales,
and consequently it provides intermediate-level features at three different scales. We propose an invisibility score to integrate the features differences at different scales as shown on the right side of the Figure 2.
Here we define the invisibility score for an pixel si
as a function F of the L2-distances of the mid-level
features {dk | k = 1, 2, 3} between color and thermal
images in Equation 1. Here d1 , d2 , d3 are from layer
79, 91, 103 respectively and tk is the highest value
that we choose for dk . Finally we trained a convolutional neural network based on U-Net (Ronneberger
et al., 2015) to generate invisibility masks even in the
absence of thermal images.
F(d1 , d2 , d3 ) = 1 −

4

1 3
∑ min((tk − dk )/tk , 0)
3 k=1

(1)

EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Setup: This section presents experimental outcomes for predicting undetectable areas in
color images and the unsupervised knowledge transfer from color to thermal domain. We built a sensor
platform that can be installed on the roof rack of any
car (and we used such as setup for experiments). We
used a FLIR ADK camera and the right ZED camera
as our sensor pair. The color-thermal calibration was
performed using Caltech Calibration tools with a planar checkerboard partly made of an aluminium foil.
This removes major parts of camera distortion and
helps establish a coarse estimation for common field
of view and scale differences. With Homographic
warping based on pairs of corresponding points from
two image planes, the disparity problem in the static
scene can be addressed well. Such weakly-aligned
pairs of images are then taken as the input of AlignGAN.

Data Set - Color-thermal Pair: We sampled
18,546 color-thermal pairs from the videos (around
12,0000 image pairs) that we collected while driving
in the day to construct the training set for transferring
the intermediate-level features from color domain to
thermal domain. For the validation data set, we manually labeled 2000 image pairs with object bounding
boxes, 500 during dawn, 500 during dusk, 500 during
night and 500 during fog. They were used to evaluate the prediction performance of the undetectable
area in color images and detection performance for
thermal images. We don’t have the exact statistics of
our training set since we didn’t label them by hand.
Though our manually labeled validation set which
contains 7821 cars, 1138 traffic signs, 626 people and
343 trucks provide a sense of our training data set.
Comparison with Other Data Sets: To the best of
our knowledge, our data set is the first to attempt
on estimating pixel level sensor limitation for color
cameras. Because it is based on color-thermal image pairs, even objects that are not seen from the
color domain will also be annotated. The Freiburg
Thermal Dataset (Vertens et al., 2020) that consists
of (color, thermal) image pairs could be very suitable for evaluating our invisibility score, although it
has not been released yet. Other data sets like Dark
Zurich (Sakaridis et al., 2019) or Foggy Zurich Data
sets (Dai et al., 2020) may not be as suitable because
of the following two reasons, even though both of
them are captured under challenging visibility conditions. First, since both of them only have images
from the color domain, it’s impossible to annotate
completely dark/heavy foggy areas where objects are
actually present. Secondly, both data sets are much
less challenging than Color-thermal Pair Data sets.
Through close observation, almost all the 2617 night
images from Dark Zurich are captured from well-lit
city streets, making most objects already visible to the
color images, which is shown in the top right plot in
Figure 4. Among the 3808 images from the Foggy
Zurich data set, nearly half of them are captured in
very light fog and the remaining images contain very
few objects that are challenging to detect, which is
also shown in the bottom right plot in Figure 4. Dark
Zurich data set has 50 images that are annotated and
we included and expanded the test data set by manually labeling bounding boxes of objects for other 46
images from its test data, having 96 images in total.
Foggy Zurich Data has 40 images that are annotated.
Similarly we expand the test data set to 80 images by
manually annotating 40 more sampled from its data
set.
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Figure 4: We show the result of pixel-level invisibility masks on capturing false negatives of MASK-CNN for night scenes
(left). With a threshold of 0.35 (separated by empty bars and solid bars) for invisibility score, the invisibility map can
cover 77.5% of the pixels in the undetected objects(green bar) while only taking up 35.9% of the pixels in the night images.
Performance of the invisibility score from dawn, dusk time and other data sets of Dark Zurich and Foggy Zurich are also
shown on the right.

Experiment Focus: We focus on answering the following five questions in this section. (1) How good is
the prediction of invisible areas in color images? (2)
How good is the detection performance on thermal
images through knowledge transfer? (3) Which level
of representation transfer will give the best result on
the detection accuracy? (4) Will our AlignGAN enhance the knowledge transfer process? and finally (5)
How will the transfer performance change with respect to the number of images pairs? Now we answer
those questions quantitatively using our results.

4.1

How Good is the Prediction of the
Undetected Areas in the Color
Image?

We use intermediate-level features from two paired
DNNs as a shared space where Euclidean distance
serves as the estimation of the reliability of color images compared to thermal images. Our experiment results show that the proposed system can produce good
quality masks for invisibility. In our experiment, we
set the t1 , t2 , t3 to 4, 3.5, 3.2 respectively in Equation 1.
Our first observation is that the predicted invisibility scores change based on the light intensity variations of the environment. For image pairs respectively from day, dawn, dusk, and night, we compute
the invisibility score learned from our system and the
L2 distance between the intermediate-level features of
color and thermal images. As shown in Figure 5, both
the feature difference and invisibility score increases
while the light intensity of the environment decreases.
This is consistent with the observation that color im206

Figure 5: Distributions of distances and invisibility score.
We show the L2 distance distributions (upper figure) between intermediate-level features from layer 79, 91 and 103
in Yolo-v3 and the invisibility scores (lower) from different
lighting conditions. The Gaussian distributions from left to
right are respectively from data of daytime, dawn, dusk and
night.

ages are much less reliable than thermal images under poor lighting conditions. The Gaussian distribution of invisibility score for day is (0.020, 0.028) and
for night is (0.268, 0.052). The two distributions are
highly separable with few overlaps, as shown in Figure 5, which qualitatively demonstrates that our pixellevel invisibility score is able to predict the unseen regions in the color images under varying lighting conditions.
A good binary visibility mask has two characteristics of (1) covering most of the undetectable objects
(2) covering only the undetectable area in an image,
which we use in quantified form to assess the effec-
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Table 1: Detection accuracy for different lighting conditions. Even for night scenes which are not present in the
training set, the overall accuracy is up to 34.2%.

Name

Car

Person

Traffic
Light

All

day
dusk
dawn
night
fog

0.620
0.610
0.600
0.506
0.496

0.191
0.186
0.337
0.120
0.149

0.576
0.485
0.476
0.399
0.365

0.462
0.424
0.471
0.342
0.337

Table 2: Detection accuracy for different layers. We found
that using only the mid-level features to transfer can achieve
the best accuracy for object detection.

Name

Car

Person

Traffic
Light

All

Mid-only
M+Y 0.05
M+Y 0.1
M+Y 1.0
Yolo-only

0.513
0.470
0.474
0.437
0.447

0.241
0.178
0.171
0.170
0.164

0.470
0.516
0.500
0.475
0.463

0.408
0.388
0.382
0.361
0.358

tiveness of our results.
Now we report results of a quantitative analysis showing the effectiveness of predicting the undetectable area in the color images. The invisibility
mask for nighttime images can cover 77.5% of the undetectable area in the image with the visibility threshold of 0.35 and only report 35.9% of the whole image.
The invisibility mask for dawn time covers 49.2% of
the undetected area while reports 15.4% of the whole
image. For dusk, it covers 73.4% of the undetected
area while reports only 22.2% of the image, as shown
in Figure 4.
We also tested our invisibility estimation on model
failures by evaluating our color-only model on two
expanded data sets from Dark Zurich and Foggy
Zurich. The number of undetected objects are far
less than the detected objects compared to our colorthermal data set, which is shown in the right most
plots of Figure 4. Furthermore, the invisibility map
can cover only 15% of the undetected objects from
MASK-RCNN. This justifies the claim that sensor
limitation is different from model limitation and our
invisibility score is a good indicator of the limitation
of the color camera itself.

4.2

Can Paired Data Facilitate
Detection using Transfer Learning?

accuracy for thermal imagery in the Color-thermal
data set. Because learning doesn’t require any manual annotations and doesn’t require any retraining, we
found the result to be promising.
We evaluated the effectiveness of AlignGAN using the post application of object detection. We tested
the detection performance of the daytime data trained
thermal detector on the night time data, and observed
that it can still get to an overall accuracy of 34.2%.
The images used in the training phase were chosen
from day time with good lighting conditions and the
test set includes images taken during dawn, dusk,
night and fog. Without any manually labelled training data, the detection IOU of cars can reach 50.6%
in the night as shown in Table 1. This quantity shows
that the intermediate-level features of thermal images
can be transferred smoothly from day to night, in contrast to the ones in color images. The principal used
in our invisibility score is that features in thermal images remain stable with respect to light change and
are trained to be like the ones in color, the mid-level
features produced by thermal images are of the same
utility of features in color images when lighting conditions are poor. This is the most possible reason for
the success on estimating the invisibility of the color
images using our invisibility scores as shown in Section 4.1.

4.3 Which Layer is More Effective?
We experimented with the knowledge transfer from
different layers. Gupta et al. (Gupta et al., 2016) indicates that combining mid-level features with last layer
features will give the best detection results when retraining on the target data sets. Although we show
that using mid-level features only gives the best detection result of (40.8%) over mid-last layer transfer
(36.1%) and the one using the yolo-layer only gives
(35.8%). These results are summarized in Table 2.
More importantly, we varied the weight of the Yolo
layer to 0.05 and 0.1 in the loss function and conducted two more experiments. Surprisingly, we found
that higher weights on the Yolo layer resulted in worse
overall detection accuracy. One potential explanation
for this observation is that the data set is not large
enough to train a new object detector for all modules,
especially for both the class prediction and bounding box regression. Consequently, we learnt that it
is more efficient to learn only the mid-level features
and to not change layers of the detection module.

Firstly, we report that the knowledge transfer through
mid-level features can reach 46.2% overall detection
207
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Table 3: Detection accuracy for AlignGAN. With the alignment module, there is a relative 2.77% boost in terms of overall
accuracy.

Name

car

Person

traffic light

All

Mid+Yolo 1.0
Mid+Yolo 1.0 + Flow Encoder

0.437
0.442

0.170
0.191

0.475
0.481

0.361
0.371

(1, 12.3%)

(1, 12.3%) -

On average,

12.3% of the pixels
in one image have
an oﬀset of 1 or more pixels

(1, 9.13%)

(2, 7.21%)

(5, 2.60%)
(9, 0.938%)

(20, 0.162%)

Figure 6: X-Y offset distribution. We show that in the image plane offset in x direction is on average larger than that
in y direction. Also distinct movements(5 pixels or more)
constitute 2.6% of the pixels in the images.

40.8%

(4000, 42.1%)
(18546, 40.8%)
(2000, 36.0%)

Figure 7: Comparison of data set sizes. We experiment with
different sizes of training data sets for knowledge transfer,
and observes that using 4000 image pairs can obtain the
same if not better accuracy as the original size of 18,546
image pairs.

4.4

How Much will the AlignGAN Help
the Detection?

Even after the pre-processing, the image pairs still
have some displacements. Here we calculate the
statistics of such displacements. With an image resolution of 640 by 512, the estimated X-Y displacement
is shown in Figure 6. On average, there are only about
2.6% pixels in one image that have 5 or more pixel
displacements on the X-direction, which we consider
208

to be the threshold of movement that affects the detection results. Also, we noticed more displacements
in the X-direction than in the Y-direction in the image
plane. We attribute this to the fact that object movements projected to the image plane are more obvious
in X-direction than the Y-direction.
We evaluated how AlignGAN can improve the
data transfer from color domain to thermal domain.
In Table 3, the Alignment module gave an enhancement of 1% in terms of detection accuracy.

4.5 How Many Pairs are Needed to Get
a Good Transfer?
Section 3.2 showed that mid-level feature transfer results in the best performance. We now determine the
number of image pairs required to achieve that performance. Surprisingly, Figure 7 shows that randomly
sampled 4000 image pairs from the space of 18,546
image pairs can achieve the same if not better accuracy than the entire sample space. This observation
implies that the domain difference from color to thermal can be learned from a small amount of images
pairs and the transfer discriminating visual representations from the well-established color detection task
to thermal images can be done in a light-weighted
manner.
Figure 7 shows experimental results with different number images from 100 to 18000 and that the
performance will be stable after 4000 images. Such
results may appear to be counter intuitive at first sight
as more data often leads to better results when model
capacity is large enough like the one we use in the
experiment. One potential explanation for the saturation point is that the two domains have much in common and thus the domain difference can be mitigated
with a few examples. This saturation point observation with 4000 samples can be used as a promising deployment strategy of direct knowledge transfer. One
conclusion from this observation is that less time is
needed for training for both the invisibility prediction
and the direct knowledge transfer for object detection.

Pixel Invisibility: Detect Object Unseen in Color Domain
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CONCLUSION

Given a color image, we predict a pixel-level invisibility mask for such an image without manual labelling.
Equipped with this map, a system could decide to
trust detection results of some regions over others in
an image or generate warnings to a driving automation. Such a mask can also be used as the confidence
map to fuse the outputs from multiple sources when
many visual sensors are deployed. Compared to existing works in the area, our mask estimates the sensor
limitations for each pixel instead of model limitations,
which is the first attempt to fill this gap. Experiments
have shown that our mask is able to distinguish most
of the invisible pixels from the visible pixels. Our
results also demonstrate the effectiveness of building
an object detector for the thermal domain using the
mid-level features transferred from its peer color images. Our ongoing work is on creating a generalized
invisibility mask for color, thermal, Lidar and radar
imagery. And more importantly we will explore an
approach to detect scenarios when all the sensors will
fail, so that a driving automation could invoke appropriate failure tolerance mechanisms.
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